Learning spaces are applied in mathematical modeling of education. We propose a suitable compression (without loss of information) to facilitate the analysis of learning spaces.
Introduction
A family F ⊆ P(E) is well-graded if any two sets in F can be connected by a sequence of sets formed by single-element insertions and deletions, without redundant operations, such that all intermediate sets in the sequence belong to F. When F is well-graded and ∪-closed and contains ∅ then F is called a learning space. We cite from the Introduction of [EFU] :
"Learning spaces are applied in mathematical modeling of education. In such cases, the ground set is the collection of problems, for example in elementary arithmetic, that a student must learn to solve in order to master the subject. The family F contains then all the subsets forming the feasible knowledge states. In practice, the size of such a family is quite large, typically containing millions of states, which raises the problem of summarizing F efficiently. An obvious choice for this purpose it the base of that family, namely the unique minimal subset of F whose completion via all possible unions gives back F."
In the present paper (a preliminary version) we promote two further ways to summarize F efficiently. The first tool is "implicational bases" and the second (related to it) is "multivalued rows".
Minimum implicational bases for locally upper distribute lattices
For a non-unit element x of a lattice we denote by x * the join of all upper covers of x. Dually x * is the meet of all lower covers of x. In particular, if m is meet irreducible then m * is its unique upper cover, and if p is join irreducible then p * is its unique lower cover. We denote by J(L) and M (L) set of join and meet irreducibles of L respectively. For x ∈ L the notation J(x) := {p ∈ J(L) : p ≤ x} will be handy. The following relations between join and meet irreducibles are well researched, starting with [Wi] :
In particular for p ∈ J(L) fixed, the elements m ∈ M (L) satisfying p m are exactly the elements x ∈ L which are maximal w.r.t. the property that p * ≤ x but p ≤ x. That leads us to the definition of meet semidistributive (SD ∧ ) lattices:
there is a unique m = m(p) with p m.
We refer the reader to [W2] for the concept of an implication base of a lattice. (The author is too lazy to decide among several other accounts.) In a nutshell, consider a family Σ of ordered paris
The collection of all Σ-closed sets is easily seen to be a closure system C(Σ) ⊆ P(J), with P(J) being the powerset of J. If Σ is chosen carefully one can achieve that C(Σ) = {J(x) : x ∈ L} which, as a lattice, is isomorphic to L. In this case Σ is called an implication base of L.
According to [JN] for each SD ∧ -lattice L one can obtain an implication base Σ L as follows. On J(L) consider this binary relation, illustrated by Fig.1(a) :
For p ∈ J(L) we write pred [p] for the set of predecessors of p within the poset J(L). Observe that pred(p) = ∅ iff p is a minimal member of (J(L), ≤) (which happens iff p is an atom of L.) We put
where po stands for implications forced by the mere poset structure. Furthermore set So suppose that p q, thus q ↓ m where m := m(p). In a lud lattice, it follows * from q ↓ m that q ↑ m. Hence the implication in Fig.2 holds, i.e. from p q follows q p. Thus the digraph D(L) with vertex set J(L) and arcs defined by (3) has onnected components matching the meet irreducibles of L, and each connected component is a (directed) clique. All cliques are singletons iff Σ JN = ∅. Then Σ L = Σ po and so L is isomorphic to the closure system of Σ po -closed subsets (= order ideals) of J(L). It is well known that these lattices are exactly the distributive ones.
Application to Learning Spaces
Let us turn to set representations of lattices L, meaning that L F for some convenient set E and set collection F ⊆ P(E). More precisely, we want a bijection f :
The standard set representation f (x) := J(x) moreover is ∧-preserving in the sense that J(a ∧ b) = J(a)∩J(b). It generally isn't ∨-preserving; in Figure 2 (a) we have J(p 1 ∨p 4 ) = J(p 1 )∪J(p 4 ) because p 3 is in the former but not in the latter. However, as seen in the introduction learning * In more detail: The quotient (q * , q) = (q ∧ m, q) transposes upwards to the quotient (m, m ∨ q). Even in an upper semimodular lattice (which is weaker than lud) it follows from q * ≺ q that m ≺ m ∨ q. Because m * is the unique upper cover of m this entails m * = m ∨ q.
spaces are all about ∨-preserving set representations! This leads us to the following concepts drawn from [EFU] but partly previously known.
Let F ⊆ P(E) be a learning space, viewed as poset (F, ⊆) partially ordered by inclusion. Then by standard lattice theory (F, ⊆) must be a lattice: For any A, B ∈ F the join is A ∨ B = A ∪ B ∈ F and the meet is A ∧ B = H ∈ F where H is the nonvoid (since ∅ ∈ H) family {X ∈ F : X ⊆ A∩B}. Once F is recognized as a lattice, it is easily seen to be lud: If X ∈ F then by well-gradedness all s upper covers Y i of X in F are of type Y i = X ∪ {a i }. By ∪-closedness it follows that the interval [X, X * ] is [X, X ∪ {a 1 , · · · , a s }] which is indeed a Boolean lattice.
The "base" B ⊆ F that Eppstein, Falmagne, Uzum were talking about is of course J(F) ∪ {∅} where, recall, J(F) is the family of join irreducibles of the lattice F. An arbitrary family B ⊆ P(E) with ∅ ∈ B needs not be the base of a learning space because the generated ∪-closed family F := {∪H : H ⊆ B} needs not be well-graded. Here comes a characterization of the bases of learning spaces. If B ⊆ P(E) is any set system and X ∈ B then the endpoints of X by definition are the elements in X\ {Y ∈ B : Y X}. By [EFU, Lemma 19 ] a set system B ⊆ P(E) with ∅ ∈ B is the base of a learning space iff each nonempty P ∈ B has exactly one endpoint. For instance, B = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, c}, {b, c}} satisfies this condition. The generated learning space F is shown in Figure 2 (b). As a lattice it is isomorphic to the "abstract" lud lattice in Figure 2(a) . Observe that the isomorphism f is not ∧-preserving:
If F ⊆ P(E) is a learning space and P ∈ J(F), what is m(P ), i.e. the by (2) unique maximal member of F that contains P * but not P ? If e is the endpoint of P then P * = P \{e}. Thus the union Y e of all X ∈ F with e ∈ X contains P * and Y e ∈ F by ∪-closedness. Obviously m(P ) = Y e . Moreover, for all Q ∈ J(F) we have that m(Q) = Y e iff e is the endpoint of Q.
To fix ideas, take E = [10] and consider the learning space L = F generated by the 13 nonempty base sets displayed in figure 3. Their endpoints are indicated in boldface. The only endpoints occuring more than once are 7 (thrice) and 4 (twice). Thus the nontrivial cliques of D(L) have two and three elements respectively. Correspondingly there will be 2 Thus Σ L = Σ po ∪ Σ JN where Σ po = {{a} → pred(a), . . . , f → pred(f )}. Having an implicational base (e.g. Σ L or any other) allows one to answer questions for which the mere knowledge of B doesn't suffice. Thus the implication {b, 3, 10} → {c} tells us that any student mastering the set of problems b ∪ {3, 10} = {1, 2, 7, 9, 3, 10} also masters the set of problems c = {1, 6, 7} (which includes the unexpected problem type 6). Implications can be combined. For instance because of {b, 3, 10} → {c} and {c, a} → {e}, every student that masters {a, b, 3, 10} also masters e.
This brings us to the second tool mentioned in the introduction. Feeding Σ L to the implication n-algorithm of [W1] represents L as a disjoint union of eighteen {0, 1, 2, n}-valued rows as follows: Table 1 Each row r i represents a bunch of bitstrings as follows. The common don't care symbol 2 (often denoted by * ) signifies the corresponding bit can freely be chosen to be 0 or 1. As to the wildcard nn · · · n occuring in r i , it means that in this area every bitstring contained in r i must have at least one 0 (thus only 11 · · · 1 is forbidden). If several wildcards occur within the same row they are distinguished by subscripts. For instance taking n 1 n 1 = 00 and n 2 n 2 n 2 = 110 in r 4 gives us one of 21 bitstrings contained in r 4 , namely
(1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) = {1, 3, 5, 8, 10, a, c, e} =: X.
Thus X is one of 1 + 3 + · · · + 128 = 377 many Σ L -closed subsets of J(L). If we replace each join irreducible in X by the elements of the base set it represents we get the knowledge state 3, 5, 8, 10, 6 , 7}.
Notice that L not being distributive (since Σ JN = ∅), there must be order ideals Y of the poset (J(L), ≤) in Fig.3 which do not correspond to knowledge states. For instance Y = {{1}, {3}, {10}, a, e}. The knowledge state that Y represents, namely Y = {1, 3, 6, 7, 10}, is rather represented by the larger order ideal {{1}, {3}, {10}, a, e, c}.
Some questions about F cannot be answered by an implicational base. We only glimpse on that issue here, a more thorough discussion is postponed. So suppose we like to know the probability p that a student which masters problem 9 and 10 masters none of the problems in c ∪ d. Having Table 1 the answer is easy: In each row r i force the bits located at position 9, 10 and c, d to be 1 and 0 respectively. Some rows do not contain bitstrings obeying this constraint and whence get deleted. Other rows can "adapt" (in obvious ways which we don't expand upon). The result is: Table 2 Hence the sought probability is p = 4 + 4 + 16 + 4 + 322 377 ≈ 0.16.
Let us close with a few words on the complexity of getting a Table 1 kind representation of a learning space F. A more thorough discussion, also involving real life learning spaces, is planned in a later version of this article. As shown in [W1, Thm.2] for a given family Σ of h implications based on [w] the closure system C(Σ) can be represented as a disjoint union of R many {0, 1, 2, n}-valued rows in time O(hw + Rh 2 w 2 ). Only R ≤ N := |C(Σ)| can be guaranteed but in practise often R N . One kind of speed-up is achieved by replacing Σ L by an equivalent implicational base Σ of minimum cardinality. For instance, for some random base B with |B| = 74 we had |Σ L | = 296 but a minimum implicational base Σ had |Σ| = 99. Feeding Σ to the n-algorithm took 12 sec and yielded N = 87300, R = 2643. The number N = 87300 was confirmed by the brute force † method which took 1326 sec. Another random B yielded N ≈ 1.5 billion and R ≈ 1.5 million (thus an average 1000 knowledge states per row) after 5322 sec. Obviously brute force is out of question for problems of this magnitude.
The second kind of speed-up (still to be realized) concerns Σ JN . The 2 n 2 many Janssen-Nourine implications induced by a particular clique {p 1 , . . . , p n } of D(L) exhibit a lot of symmetry. Instead of the whole clique here we only look at the arcs entering a fixed vertex, i.e. we wish to condense the n − 1 implications arising from the n − 1 relations p i p n . If say n = 5 and pred(p 5 ) = {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 } =: Q then the closure system induced by the 4 implications (Q ∪ {p 1 }) → {p 5 }, · · · , (Q ∪ {p 4 }) → {p 5 } can be represented as the disjoint union of the merely three {0, 1, 2, n}-valued rows in Table 2 . q 1 q 2 q 3 p 1 p 2 p 3 p 4 p 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 n n n 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Table 3 † If B = {X1, X2, · · · , X74}, this works as follows. Calculate F1 := {∅, X1}, F2 = {∅, X1, X2, X1 ∪ X2}, and generally Fn+1 := Fn ∪ {Y ∪ Xn+1 : Y ∈ Fn}. Then F74 = F. Much time is spent pruning identical copies of knowledge states. Even once obtained, a listing of zillions of knowledge states is less useful for statistical analysis than the much fewer multivalued rows.
